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Consent issues in the management
of cerebrovascular diseases

A Position Paper of the American Academy of Neurology
Ethics and Humanities Subcommittee

Neurologists often encounter ethical issues in the
management of patients with cerebrovascular dis-
eases. Previous American Academy of Neurology
(AAN) position papers have discussed several of
these issues and itemized the resulting ethical duties
of neurologists: 1) to abide by the treatment consent
or refusal of competent patients and the authorized
proxy decision makers of incompetent patients1,2; 2)
to respect the right of patients to refuse life-
sustaining therapy even if they may die as a result3,4;
3) to enhance the psychological and communicative
abilities of disabled patients to better enable them to
maximally participate in decisions about their treat-
ment1; 4) to follow the terms of legally authorized
advance directives for medical care3-5; and 5) to pro-
vide optimal palliative care to dying patients.5,6 This
position paper supplements the previously published
ones by focusing on consent issues that may arise in
the management of patients with cerebrovascular
diseases. It applies equally to consent issues in the
management of patients with other conditions.

Elements of valid consent. The doctrine of in-
formed (or valid) consent forms the cornerstone of
the patient–physician relationship. Except in emer-
gency circumstances (in which the doctrine of pre-
sumed consent is operational), physicians must first
obtain valid consent from the patient or authorized
proxy decision maker before embarking on a course
of diagnostic tests or treatments.

Consent is a process and not an event. It is a
dialogue and information exchange between the pa-
tient and physician leading to permission for the
physician to initiate tests or treatments. The signa-
ture on a consent form is not itself the consent; it is

only the formalization of a preceding consent dia-
logue between the patient and physician.

The term “valid consent” is preferable to the more
commonly used term “informed consent” because it
emphasizes that the physician’s presentation of in-
formation alone is insufficient for an ethically valid
consent. Three elements of consent are necessary
and sufficient for a patient’s consent to become valid.
First, the patient must have adequate decision-
making capacity to provide consent. This element
requires that the patient can comprehend relevant
information presented about his or her condition, can
process the information, and can express a decision.
Second, the physician must present adequate infor-
mation to the patient. Adequate information is that
which a reasonable patient would need to know to
make an informed decision. Adequate information
includes the choice of options, a general understand-
ing of the risks and benefits of each option, and a
recommendation by the physician including reasons
for the recommendation. Third, the patient’s decision
must be made freely, without coercion by the physi-
cian, family, or any agency.7

Consent for diagnostic testing. A common ex-
ample of obtaining valid consent in the context of
cerebrovascular disease is obtaining permission to
perform carotid arteriography to investigate critical
internal carotid stenosis. Because carotid arteriogra-
phy usually is a prerequisite for carotid endarterec-
tomy (which may be the treatment of choice in many
circumstances of symptomatic critical carotid steno-
sis), physicians must obtain a patient’s consent for
carotid arteriography when the procedure is recom-
mended. To satisfy the adequate-information compo-
nent of valid consent, the patient must be told the
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nature, risks, and benefits of both the arteriography/
endarterectomy treatment option and the nonsurgi-
cal/antiplatelet drug treatment option, and why the
neurologist recommends the former. Accurate local
data on morbidity and mortality with both options
are essential components of this information. If the
patient lacks the capacity to comprehend and process
this information, a proxy decision maker should be
identified to provide consent on the patient’s behalf.
Neurologists should not employ threats, coercion, or
exaggerations of fact to gain consent.

If the patient or proxy refuses to consent to the
procedure, the neurologist is permitted try to con-
vince them that the patient is making a mistake.
This argument can restate the facts and emphasize
why the recommended treatment is superior to the
alternative. However, if the patient continues to
refuse, the neurologist should respect that the pa-
tient has the right to refuse and accept the decision.
There are few, if any, circumstances in which the
neurologist is morally justified to overrule the pa-
tient’s valid refusal of testing and order arteriogra-
phy over the patient’s objection.7

Consent for therapy. Two relatively common con-
temporary treatments for cerebrovascular disease re-
quire carefully obtained valid consent: IV tissue
plasminogen activator (tPA) and carotid endarterec-
tomy. Long-term benefits for both treatments have
been shown in controlled studies: improvement in
functional outcome at 6 months in selected patients
in whom IV tPA had been administered within 3
hours of the first symptom of an ischemic stroke8,9

and reduction of the rate of subsequent stroke in
cases of symptomatic high-grade internal carotid ar-
terial stenosis treated by carotid endarterectomy.10

However, these benefits accrue only with significant
short-term risks: a sixfold increased risk of intracra-
nial hemorrhage from tPA8,9 and an increased risk of
perioperative stroke and death with carotid endar-
terectomy that varies as a function of the surgeon.11

In the consent discussion, the neurologist must
explain the concept of accepting an increased short-
term risk to accrue the long-term benefit of improved
outcome.12 Many patients are willing to make this
trade-off because of their wish to do whatever is nec-
essary to improve their long-term health. However,
there are two circumstances in which patients or
proxies may choose not to consent: when the pa-
tient’s life expectancy is too short to accrue the long-
term benefit and when the patient’s value system
ranks short-term health considerations over long-
term ones. Because the net benefit of stroke reduc-
tion from carotid endarterectomy does not occur
until after several months,10 it would not be sensible
for terminally ill patients with symptomatic carotid
stenosis to undergo this procedure. For patients who
value reduction of morbidity in the short term over a
greater statistical chance for long-term improve-
ment, tPA would not be a sensible treatment.13

Balancing long-term benefits against short-term

risks is a sophisticated concept that many patients
or proxies may not be able to comprehend fully. Al-
though it is difficult and time-consuming, especially
in emergency situations, obtaining consent by pre-
senting and discussing this information is essential
for the consent to be valid. Because not every patient
or proxy is willing to undergo an increase in short-
term risk to accrue a greater chance of a long-term
benefit, it is unethical to omit this discussion during
the consent process.

Given the urgent nature of treatment with tPA
and the lack of capacity of many eligible patients to
consent because of aphasia, it may not be possible for
clinicians to obtain proxy consent within the time
window necessary for safety. Legal doctrines exist
that authorize emergency treatment in the absence
of consent, such as the emergency treatment doctrine
and the doctrine of presumed consent. These doc-
trines are applicable, however, only when the treat-
ment in question represents the usual standard of
emergency care. Whether tPA can be administered
without consent in this circumstance thus depends
on whether tPA treatment is considered the usual
standard of emergency care for ischemic infarction.
This determination, in turn, depends on the evolving
efficacy and safety data for tPA and the treatment
recommendations from expert bodies.

Consent for participation in research. Patients
with cerebrovascular diseases or other conditions
may be approached to become research subjects. Sev-
eral ethical issues involved in the protection of pa-
tients as research subjects were discussed in a recent
AAN position paper.14 In addition to requiring that
an institutional review board approve both the scien-
tific validity and patient safety aspects of the re-
search protocol, and the adequacy of the patient
consent form, the subject’s valid consent for partici-
pation in research remains one of the greatest pro-
tections that researchers can provide to research
subjects. Valid consent for participation in research
requires the same criteria as valid consent for clini-
cal care: adequate decision-making capacity, ade-
quate information, and lack of coercion. The
researcher obtaining patient consent should care-
fully consider several additional factors.

The standard for adequacy of information to be
conveyed for research participation by patients often
exceeds that for clinical care. Potential research sub-
jects require a dialogue explaining the purposes of
the research and the exact role, benefits, and harms
the subject may undergo. Additionally, a written con-
sent form containing all relevant information should
be studied and signed by the research subject. Gen-
erally, the form stipulates that the research subject
has had an opportunity to have all questions an-
swered and is volunteering without coercion. The
form identifies the person to contact if the research
subject develops any problems or has any subse-
quent questions. The consent should contain an “es-
cape clause” permitting the subject to discontinue
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participation from the study at any time without
penalty.

Investigators should be sensitive to the concept
of subtle coercion caused by conflicts of interest.
Neurologists who simultaneously provide clinical
care and perform research using their patients as
subjects may have a conflict of interest that creates
unintended pressure on patients to participate. Pa-
tients may consent more from a sense of obligation or
gratitude to the neurologist than because they affir-
matively wish to participate in the study. Neurolo-
gists should be aware of such conflicts and try to
handle them judiciously and always in their patients’
best interests.15,16

Proxy consent for cognitively incapacitated pa-
tients to serve as research subjects also requires
protections greater than those of ordinary proxy con-
sent for clinical care. The American College of Physi-
cians has recommended that proxies should provide
consent in such cases only if there is a reasonable
probability that the cognitively incapacitated patient
may be helped more than harmed by the proposed
protocol.17 A New York court recently upheld this
position.18,19

Consent for research in emergency circumstances
often cannot be obtained because of the very nature
of the emergency condition. In a recent policy, draw-
ing on the doctrine of presumed consent, the United
States Food and Drug Administration and the De-
partment of Health and Human Services outlined
the criteria for waiving the otherwise ordinary re-
quirement of obtaining valid consent in emergency
treatment research protocols on critically ill subjects.20

Disclaimer
This statement is provided as an educational service of the Amer-
ican Academy of Neurology. It is based on an assessment of cur-
rent scientific and clinical information. It is not intended to
include all possible proper methods of care for a particular neuro-
logic problem or all legitimate criteria for choosing to use a spe-
cific procedure. Neither is it intended to exclude any reasonable
alternative methodologies. The American Academy of Neurology
recognizes that specific patient care decisions are the prerogative
of the patient and the physician caring for the patient, based on
all of the circumstances involved.
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